
Clue Definition Anno Type	of	clue
Type	of	clue	in	
case	it	was	Other

Place on top is 1 (8) &lit Place - Anagrind, On top is I* &lit
Job option is exercised (8) JOB (OPTION IS)* Anagram
Resettling in Potosí’s a job job (in Potosí)*; resettling = * Anagram
One on top is out of place (8) place (I+ONTOPIS) * Anagram

Put it in deadly poison (8) Put It in poison* Anagram

part anagram 
with container 
clue

River is not flowing around one's 
area AREA River=PO, ISNOT* around I Chanagram
Spread poison about sex 
appeal, it's a way of thinking (8)

It's a way of 
thinking Poison* around IT Chanagram

After retirement, work is not 
about "keeping one's job" (8) job

OP<< (work = op, after retirement 
= rev ind) + ISNOT* (is not about) 
around I (keeping one)
Surface theme - after retirement, 
one starts working on one's real 
passion, and it is not just about 
holding on to a job :) Chanagram

Perhaps stop around lunchtime 
at leading retro place (8) Place POS(I)T* ION< Chanagram
Spot where poison is churned 
with it Spot POISON* holding IT Chanagram
After thought about love takes 
one into confusing spot spot

P(o)S+i+into* with confusing as 
indicator Chanagram

Assert one's on duty (8) duty POSIT (assert)-I (one)'s ON (on) Charade

Establish it is up in a tree Establish
PO(IT IS��)ON

Charade
Propose Numero Uno returns to 
get post (8) Post POSIT No1< Charade
Antielectron loses right to one 
spot (8) Spot Positron-r+I Charade
Stand of non-ruling party is to 
avoid work stand opposition-op Charade
It is retrograde in case of Pluto, 
working to advantage (8) ADVANTAGE P(...)O SI TI< ON Container

Drink is put back inside case case
Drink=POTION, IS put back inside 
= PO(SI)TION Container

Point of view is raised in cordial 
surroundings (8) Point of view

Reversal of 'IS' inside 'POTION' 
(i.e. cordial) Container

Job of missionary for instance 
(8)

JOB and 
MISSIONARY

JOB = definition, MISSIONARY= 
definition by example (ref 
missionary position) DD

Recommendation to remove 
expert from area (8) area [pro]POSITION Other Deltion
Counter no. 1 is in top condition 
(8) condition po(si)t (i on) <- Other Reversal

Agent is fleeing from possibly 
inside job Job

Remove 'REP' from 
PREPOSITION (i.e. 'inside, 
possibly') Other Subtraction

Antielectron spinning outright, 
+1 in place (8) Place

POSITRON (antielectron) -R +I
deletion indicator: spinning out; 
insertion indicator for I : + 1 in (and 
one in) Other Letter substitution

Essentially know it is operative 
to go back and locate setting setting

Essentially know = NO + IT IS 
OPerative Other

Rev T and part of 
word

State of an elementary particle 
after one replaces its fourth 
quark? State

POSITRON with I (one) replacing 
R (its fourth quark) Other Substitution

Fix inside of kimono- it is 
opening back to front (8) FIX (v)

Reverse Telescopic - From 
containment indicator - Bacak to 
front reveal ind.

Reverse 
telescopic

Place in casino - it is opposite to 
the counter (8) Place Reverse Telescopic

Reverse 
telescopic

Settle post retirement in casino -- 
it is opulent! (8)

settle, post 
(two 
definitions)

casiNO IT IS OPulent <<, 
indicated by "retirement in"

Reverse 
telescopic


